HEIRLOOM CITRUS SALAD
Arugula, Frisse, Radicchio, Pepitas, Shaved Manchego, Agave Vinaigrette
_Vegetarian_ MADE WITHOUT NUTS

BALTl BEEF CURRY
MADE WITHOUT NUTS & GLUTEN

BUTTER CHICKEN
MADE WITHOUT NUTS & GLUTEN

BASMATI SAFFRON RICE
Golden Raisins
_Vegetarian_ MADE WITHOUT NUTS, DAIRY & GLUTEN

INDIAN SPICED ROOT VEGETABLES
_Vegetarian_ MADE WITHOUT NUTS, DAIRY & GLUTEN

PASTA MARSALA
Peas and Heirloom Carrots
_Vegetarian_ MADE WITHOUT NUTS

PITA BREAD • WHIPPED BUTTER
MAY CONTAIN NUTS

CUCUMBER RAITA
_Vegetarian_ MADE WITHOUT NUTS & GLUTEN

CARAMEL GINGERBREAD BARS
_CONTAINS DAIRY AND GLUTEN_